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ABSTRACT
This thesis considers the problem of modeling search for a single, non-moving
target in a continuous environment, where the search agent’s only observa-
tions are obtained from a binary sensor. To model this problem, the widely
used Bayesian filtering approach is employed to obtain the general filter-
ing equations for the posterior distribution representing the object’s loca-
tion over the workspace. Given a likelihood and prior belief belonging to
the exponential family class, while using this class’s self-conjugacy property,
an exact, finite representation of the object posterior is explicitly derived.
Though complexity issues may render this exact representation infeasible
for computation, regularized particle filtering is utilized to yield a continu-
ous approximation of the object belief. To demonstrate the validity of the
search model, a gradient-ascent search strategy is applied with care taken
to avoid local maxima. This is done with multiple simulations for various
prior distributions. Finally, future work is described for search applications
and approximation schemas relevant to the structure of the search model
presented.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The problem of search has been well known for quite some time. For a lost
object, humans intuitively consider hypotheses to engage some search routine
to locate lost items, e.g. a wallet or car keys. Here, the importance of such a
subject can be easily inferred. Rescue missions for lost persons [1], ships at
sea [2,3], and even the location of misplaced or discarded weapons [4,5] have
been subjects of interest in the formulation of the search problem. Rather
than modeling hypotheses concerning an object in a deterministic fashion,
the accepted, standard approach uses a probabilistic representation. The key
advantage of representing the search process probabilistically is its appropri-
ate modeling of the possible multiple hypotheses for an object’s location.
These hypotheses are modeled as probability distributions over the area for
which the search is conducted. Such a form encapsulates the uncertainty
associated with search and the stochastic nature of our world. Thus, it is
important to model the search problem efficiently in order to proceed with a
solution.
The origin of search theory arose out of the US Naval Operations Research
community [6] with the purpose of efficiently detecting submarines during the
second World War. This initial mathematical formalization characterized the
problem with a prior probability distribution, detection probability, and the
density of search effort. The prior represents all initial information known at
the time before any search effort has begun, where the prior is strictly in the
form of a probability distribution. Figure 1.1 illustrates an example prior for
a discrete environment. Information gathered during the process, e.g. radio
transmissions, radar, and other various sensing instruments, forms the basis
of the detection probability.
To characterize the probability of detection, conditional probabilities are
formulated in conjunction with the gathered information, e.g. conditioning
the sensed information upon the position of (or other properties describing)
the searcher. Once the prior and detection probabilities are obtained, Bayes’
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theorem is used to obtain a new, updated probability distribution known
as the posterior. The posterior represents the new probability distribution
incorporating the sensed information. From this representation it is desired
to maximize the likelihood of target detection by placing constraints on the
search (or allocation of) effort, e.g. the time spent in a given area or energy
depleted. By constraining this problem, optimality can now be defined.
Figure 1.1: Example of a prior distribution for a discrete search model. The
left plot denotes the probability mass function, where each cell is part of its
support. The right plot represents the position of the search agent (blue
cell) and the true position of the object (red cell).
Optimal search [4] maximizes the probability of target detection within
some limit given by a cost or imposed constraint. Constraining the prob-
lem allows the characterization of limited resources available to the searcher.
These constraints intuitively led to Lagrange multiplier techniques, yield-
ing sufficient and necessary conditions for the constrained maximization of
detection. Likewise, the formulation of two different types of optimality,
namely uniformly optimal and locally optimal, arose from said constraints.
Uniformly optimal search constrains the problem for a given search effort
and maximizes the probability of detection. To obtain such a search plan, a
regular detection function, i.e. a likelihood being positive, continuous, and
strictly decreasing derivative, is necessary. Local optimality minimizes the
expected cost of finding the target, given some cost function. Though posed
separately, [4] shows that the two optimal search formulations are equivalent.
A vast amount of literature has been dedicated to the one-sided search
problem; that is, the target does not respond to the searcher and is stationary
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or possibly moving [7, 8]. Much of the work pertained to the approximation
of optimal plans. Again, the approaches taken utilized the previous Lagrange
multiplier method discussed. However, most of the search areas considered
were discrete, thus limiting discussion of distributions and their evolutions
to probability mass functions. Other work represented the search area as
a discrete space with the intent to again maximize probability of detection
or minimize the expected cost of search, with respect to measures as search
effort or time.
Defining particular models of search led to the usage of Markov chains to
describe target trajectories yielding an efficient method for Bayesian updat-
ing. From this set of work, variations of the one-sided problem were devel-
oped for moving targets, evading targets, and miscellaneous “games.” Earlier
work in [9] analyzes coordinated and random strategies for multiple search
agents with imperfect (probabilistic) sensor models. Tradeoffs between the
two strategies provide insight as the sensor model accuracy is varied, i.e. it
is better to randomly search the target area given a very noisy sensor.
This concludes the discussion of the origins and early methods of the search
problem. The thesis continues by describing problems similar to probabilistic
search and providing a brief overview. Specifically, these formulations have
been chosen as their work maintains the Bayesian formulation illustrated
above.
1.1 Related Areas
Various fields of robotics research are related to probabilistic search. This
diverse list includes exploration and mapping, navigation, localization, target
tracking, and area coverage. Though spanning such a wide area, these topics
are unified by their Bayesian approach by employing observations to improve
planning trajectories in an online fashion while integrating sensor data with
the problem specific model.
Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [10] is a solution to pro-
vide autonomy to mobile platforms. A robot is placed in an unknown envi-
ronment with an unknown location and given the goal to incrementally, ac-
curately construct a map while simultaneously localizing itself. Much of the
SLAM development was achieved through the use of the Kalman filter [11],
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which utilizes the Bayesian filter to predict the current state estimate and
to incorporate sensor measurements. However, using the Kalman filter im-
poses limitations, namely the inability to represent complex feature models
or environments [12]. Thus, the SLAM problem is posed in a more general
Bayesian estimation formulation. This is accomplished by initializing the
prior as a joint probability distribution (specifically a mixture of Gaussians)
for the robot’s state and location of a landmark conditioned on all previous
landmark observations, the previous control inputs to the robot, and the ini-
tial robot state. Observations of landmarks are modeled as the conditional
probability of observing a landmark given the current state and landmark
location, defining the likelihood. Finally the state transition of the robot is
assumed to be Markovian, i.e. the next state only depends on the preced-
ing state and its information (control input) rather than the entire history.
With these components, the recursive Bayesian updates occur in a two-step
process. The first updates the robot’s position distribution, given the pre-
vious state and control history, by the Chapman-Komorgorov equation [13].
This first step is referred to as the prediction, or time-update. Then this
distribution is fused with the observation model by applying Bayes’ theorem
given the observation likelihood, which completes the measurement update
step. Furthermore, the Bayesian recursive process and Markovian motion
assumptions are also utilized for localization [14] and navigation [15].
Similarly, target tracking techniques for autonomous agents utilize the re-
cursive Bayesian update in order to sufficiently model the uncertainty asso-
ciated with sensing models and target motion [16]. Likewise, active visual
search employs target priors and the canonical Bayesian update, as discussed
previously in the introduction, given an observation model. Again, it is desir-
able to yield an optimal solution by minimizing the expected cost of search.
This is illustrated in the experimental setting of service robots searching for
specific objects is various rooms [17]. Additionally, target classification is
modeled in [18] with object likelihoods (Gaussian) and probabilistic camera
models, i.e. probability distributions given the current camera parameters.
After each observation (positive or negative), the target state is updated via
Bayes’ theorem. Another recent tracking approach [19] models the initial
search process by using the recursive Bayesian update, which generates in-
dividual target distributions fusing multiple agent observations. Search is
performed until a target has been detected and tracking occurs upon detec-
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tion.
Area coverage [20] approaches the problem of a robot passing over all
points in a given space. By partitioning this space, known as cellular de-
composition [14], it is possible to assert the completeness of a coverage plan.
Cellular decomposition divides the desired space to be covered such that the
cells provide a simple structure to plan a coverage path. Once a cell is vis-
ited, the robot can then cover the interior of said cell with basic motions,
thus exhaustively covering a subset of the desired points. Furthermore, such
planning can be accomplished by utilizing a probabilistic map to generate
the optimal path for maximizing object detection [5] and acts as an extension
to classical motion planning methods. By generating a posterior distribution
of mine locations, with a Bayesian approach capturing the uncertainty of
location, efficient de-mining is possible.
This concludes the overview of related work. The thesis continues by
presenting current work in probabilistic search. Specifically, these search
models are emphasized rather than the search technique chosen for object
detection, as the majority of this thesis pertains to the problem of modeling
the search problem.
1.2 Recent Work
From its origins in operations research, the model of search, in recent works,
retains its Bayesian flavor. Both discrete and continuous search spaces are
still studied in depth, while examining the tradeoffs of various search strate-
gies. Though much of this work focuses on the actual optimization or search
method used, this thesis concentrates on the search model employed.
Continuous models of search [21,22] usually employ the standard recursive
Bayesian procedure. Similarly to the SLAM problem, the Markov assump-
tion is taken into account, encapsulating the possibility of a non-stationary
target. Sensor observations are taken at unique time intervals, where the
usage of the standard update step using Bayes’ theorem occurs after each
observation. Radar sensors are employed for both the single and multiple
target problems where the likelihood of detection is a function of received
power and the signal-to-noise ratio [21]. For multiple targets, the notion of
independence is again utilized, which asserts that a target position does not
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affect any other in the search space because they are unrelated. This yields
separate distributions for each target, where the update step propagates new
information individually. Such an assertion, for separate target distributions,
is intuitive and allows any well-modeled search problem to accommodate the
possibility of multiple targets. However, these continuous search models are
left in a loose, generalized form. Usually these models are left in a general
form citing the case of complex posterior evolution; but, for implementation,
Gaussian prior densities are typically used to represent the target distribu-
tions.
A discrete search model dissects a continuous environment into disjoint
cells, similar to grid-world environments. The entire search area, i.e. every
cell, is the support of the probability mass function that describes the tar-
get prior (Figure 1.1). In this case it is assumed that the target is actually
within the given search area. However, in the case of possible target absence,
the discrete model utilizes a “virtual” cell [23] that considers all the other
area outside the given search environment. Again, this cell is assigned a
prior probability measure. An advantage of using a discrete environment is
the ease of producing a closed-form, rather than a generalized Bayesian, ex-
pression for the target probability evolution that is readily extensible toward
the use of multiple search agents [24, 25]. This can be done not only for a
single-time interval because, given the set of progressive observations, each
cell’s evolution can be independently observed; but due to the nature of the
model, only uniform or (obviously) discrete priors can be considered. Con-
currently, this model represents a coarse view of the search area and a finer
representation, though more expressive, yields higher model complexity, e.g.
100 cells vs 100, 000 cells. One such discrete representation, recently applied
towards search, that allows greater expressiveness is a quadtree [26].
Observations, given simply as probabilities of detection or no detection, are
used commonly throughout these works. Some of the more complex sensor
likelihoods used are radar waves [22], cameras (as discussed in related work),
or signal strength models. Inversely, simpler models are implemented such as
ones that represent detection of the target in a discrete cell with a Bernoulli
distribution [23]. An advantage of modeling a Bernoulli sensor likelihood is
it yields the least amount of information provided by a sensor, e.g. binary.
A simple example is a search game played by children. When searching for
an object hidden by another person, the searcher asks for information. The
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one with knowledge of the object responds with “hot” or “cold,” depending
on the proximity of the searcher to the target. From this, the person search-
ing adjusts their plan (and belief of the object position) and continues the
process. Thus, search is represented in its simplest form: observation with a
binary sensor.
This concludes the introduction of the thesis. Chapter 2 presents the search
problem in the Bayesian framework and describes its necessary preliminaries.
Chapter 3 models and discusses the target hypothesis and gives an explicit
representation of the target evolution. Then, an approximation method to
reduce the complexity of the exact representation is presented. Chapter 4
presents the results for the search methods illustrated. Finally, Chapter 5
concludes the thesis and describes possible directions for future work.
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2 THE SEARCH PROBLEM
This chapter presents the formalized problem for the Bayesian search ap-
proach. The definitions for the robot’s motion model, its environment,
and the problem state are given. These definitions are utilized within the
Bayesian filtering equations, which are shown explicitly.
2.1 Formalization
The search agent (or robot) conducts a search for a stationary object with
an unknown position in a continuous workspace. A search strategy is halted
once the robot “finds” the object, i.e. the robot occupies the position where
the object is located. The workspace, denoted as W , considered is limited
to R1 and R2, but the framework given may be generalized to Rn. Here the
robot state is represented as
xr ∈ W
and has the following discretized kinematic motion model
xrt+1 = x
r
t + ut, ||ut|| ≤ u¯ (2.1)
where the subscript t denotes the time-step. The quantity ut is the control
input to the system that is bounded by some u¯ representing the robot’s
motion constraints. This yields the control space, specifically because this
space is simply the control sent to the robot, depending on the given W .
A brief introduction to the sensor model is discussed here, whereas the
model specifics are fully presented in Section 3.2. The robot is equipped
with a probabilistic binary sensor [19,23,24], which produces the observation
space of {1, 0}, where one and zero represent detection and no detection,
respectively. That is, for some xrt an observation is taken where a “one”
indicates that the object is close to the robot and “0” otherwise. Note that
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this model does not account for the possibilities of false positives or nega-
tives as given in recent work presented in Section 1.2. However, the usage of
a binary sensor yields the least amount of information of the object’s state
in the search space. Thus, this thesis models the search process not only
probabilistically but with minimal knowledge. The observation at time t
is denoted as yt, where the bold symbol indicates a random variable. As
the robot approaches the object, the observation of yt = 1 becomes more
probable. Furthermore, at time-step t, the observation of yt is conditionally
independent of the robot’s control, position, sensor history, and the position
of the object when it is conditioned on the current robot position and repre-
sentation of the object position. This conditional independence assumption is
given with the specifics of the sensor model. Again, the location of the object
is not known to the robot, but it is represented as a probability distribution.
As the state xrt parameterizes the configuration of the robot, the problem
state is presented which contains the necessary parameters for the search






where xo is a random variable that represents the position of the object in
W . This random variable is distributed according to a finitely parameteri-
zable probability density function (PDF), designated as fxo (x
o). The PDF
represents the prior information of the object’s location over W (see Fig-
ure 2.1), which can be termed as the target distribution [4]. Note that this
representation must satisfy the usual properties of probability density func-
tions: its cumulative density function must be continuous and the integral
of said PDF, over its support, must be equal to one [27]. It is necessary to
model the object’s location as a probability density in order to sufficiently
realize the search problem, since the object state is not directly observable
as a direct consequence of the given sensor model. The robot’s kinematic
motion model considered in Equation 2.1 is deterministic, i.e. the state of
the robot is known. Such a proposal is not unusual [4,19,21,24] because this
thesis pertains to modeling the propagation of the object’s uncertainty. The
uncertainty inherent in the problem is generated from the unknown initial
condition, namely the location of the object.
The advantage of using a probability density function is intuitive as it
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Figure 2.1: Example of a target distribution. The black line represents the
target distribution for W = R1. The red impluse with a star indicates the
robot’s position while the blue impulse with a square denotes the object’s
true location (unknown to the robot).
yields a continuous representation of the probability of target location. This
in turn allows the usage of gradient information to define a control law for
search. Such a control law allows the searcher to follow a gradient-ascent
strategy, i.e. move in W towards a local maximum of the belief. As shown
in [21, 24] this strategy is sub-optimal but desirable as the optimal solution
is highly complex or intractable. As this strategy yields the control for the
robot, sensor measurements are taken at each time-step, i.e. after each move-
ment when the control is applied. If measurements were not taken along such
a path given by the strategy [23], the evolution of the target belief is halted
until more sensor information is accrued. This is far from desirable as less in-
formation is available towards eliminating “false” hypotheses, e.g. the robot
moves towards a hypothesis away from the true position of the object and
does not update the map until a peak of the belief is reached. Thus sensor
observations will be taken at every time-step. Given a continuous representa-
tion of the object map, a greedy strategy follows the direction of the positive
gradient, i.e. the desired robot state x˜rt+1 at time t+ 1 is
x˜rt+1 = x
r
t + γ∇fxo (xrt ) (2.2)
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(a) t = 0 (b) t = 3, y3 = 0
(c) t = 4, y4 = 1 (d) t = 5, y5 = 1
Figure 2.2: Evolution of the target belief for W = R1 using observations
from a binary sensor (time-steps t = 1 and t = 2 omitted, both with
observations of yt = 0). Note how, over time, the maximum of the
rightmost component of the belief does not correspond to the object’s true
position. As the robot moves towards the maximum and observes positive
detections, the belief shifts towards the robot.
for a sufficiently small γ. The control input ut is then given as
ut = x˜
r
t+1 − xrt (2.3)
such that the control input satisfies the constraint given in Equation 2.1.
However, when employing gradient methods, it is imperative that care is
taken for the case that local maxima (or minima for gradient descent) exist.
For this search model, as it is explained in Chapter 3, such a case is possible
when the robot approaches the true object position or if the prior belief does
not accurately reflect the object’s true position. Figure 2.2 illustrates such
a case where the peak of the belief shifts from the object’s true position
towards the robot’s current position in the workspace, given positive sensor
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observations. As the robot observes negative detections, i.e. yt = 0, the
corresponding probability is shifted from the area closest to the robot to the
more likely areas in the target belief (subfigures a and b). When approaching
the true object position and observing positive detections, i.e. yt = 1, the
area closest to the robot is scaled up, which asserts the hypothesis that the
object is indeed nearby. The result is that the peak of the belief is shifted
towards the robot’s current position (subfigures c and d). Hence, by following
the gradient ascent strategy, the robot will reach a steady-state at some xrt ,
given successive positive detections, but will not find the object.
To overcome this drawback, a method used in gradient following problems
will be employed. Similar to escaping minima in potential fields [28, 29],
a random walk effectively perturbs the robot from the steady-state. The
method used is quite straightforward: for W = R2 and given u¯, an angle
(φ) is drawn from a uniform distribution with support from 0 to 360◦. Then
the robot moves accordingly given the direction φ and magnitude u¯ from
the steady-state. This random movement is repeated for a number of time-
steps in order to escape the region of attraction. Similarly, for W = R1, the
robot’s movement is dictated by sampling a Bernoulli distribution, where
the choices of moving positively or negatively from the steady-state have
equal probability. Such a method can also be used to escape a region where
attractors equally “pull” the robot towards them, thus the robot remains
stationary.
In the next section, an overview of the Bayesian filter is presented and
then the derivation of the filtering equations for the search problem given in
this thesis.
2.2 The Bayesian Filter
2.2.1 Overview
As discussed in Chapter 1 the Bayesian filter is a powerful tool in search and
its related applications. It stems from the widely celebrated Bayes’ theorem
which in part led to the development of Bayesian inference [30]. Bayesian
inference determines the probability of a given hypothesis, which is referred
to as the posterior probability, from the prior probability of said hypothesis
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and a likelihood function. Explicitly, the general Bayesian inference equation,
the root of which is given by the Bayes’ theorem, is
P (B|A) = P (A|B) P (B)
P (A)
(2.4)
where P (B|A) is the posterior probability distribution, P (B) is the prior
probability distribution, P (A|B) is the likelihood function, and P (A) is the
marginal probability of the event A.
Given this formulation, it is possible to model the evolution of the posterior
probability distribution given the above prior distribution and probability
measures. Consider the case where the prior is the target distribution, i.e. B
represents the object state xo, where fxo (x
o) is the probability distribution
over xo. Thus the posterior probability is the conditional probability that
represents the new target distribution given the information represented by
the event A after a single update (an update refers to computing a posterior
distribution for a single time-step). Let the event A represent the binary
sensor information, i.e. the sensor output given by the observations of y1 =
1 or y1 = 0 at time t = 1. Then, the probability of y1 conditioned on the
object state xo is given by the probability mass function py1|xo(y1|xo), which
is the likelihood function. Thus the Bayesian inference equation becomes
fxo|y1 (x
o|y1) = η1 py1|xo(y1|xo) fxo (xo)
where the inverse of η1 denotes the marginal probability, which is also known
as the normalization constant [11]. In most cases, the marginal probability
cannot be directly computed or is too complex [14]. However, the normal-
ization constant is usually computed by utilizing the total law of probability
to condition on a random variable. In this case, the probability p(y1) is




where the integral contains the likelihood function and target distribution.
The limits of integration, which are given by W , are the support of the
target distribution. Specifically, there are two possible ways to compute η1:
this depends on the value of the sensor measurement obtained at time t = 1.
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After applying the filtering equation for the first time-step, the obtained
posterior is the new probability representation for the object. A new sensor
measurement is taken, which intuitively affects the current hypothesis of the
object location. Thus, each sensor measurement represents the time-step,
and the current posterior can be updated accordingly, yielding the evolution
of the object hypothesis.
Note that the simple example above does not incorporate the robot’s posi-
tion or the control input. To thoroughly model the search problem, presented
in the thesis, this information is necessary as both the sensor model and the
posterior probability are dependent on the robot’s position. To include such
information, it is sufficient to use the information state [11, 31]; this is the
state consisting of the sensor history and the action/control history. Thus
the canonical information state at time t is given as
It = {xr0, fxo , u0, · · · , ut−1, y1, · · · , yt} (2.5)
where xr0 is the initial robot position and the target distribution is included
therein. However, the information state used in Section 2.2.2 is modified as
I˜t = {fxo , xr0, xr1, · · · , xrt , y1, · · · , yt}
which is completely equivalent to the standard information state. This is
due to the robot’s deterministic motion model because the positions can be
reconstructed from the control inputs.
The object state random variable is conditioned on the modified informa-
tion state, resulting in the distribution termed as the belief. The belief is
the PDF of the object state, which stems from the consequence that the
object state is not directly measurable. Belief is another conventional term
for the posterior probability. Thus, for the search problem stated, the belief
is defined as
bt(x
o) := fxo|It (x
o|It) (2.6)
This overview yields prerequisites for the evolution of the object belief.
The next section explicitly gives the derivation of the belief filtering equations
using the standard Bayesian development.
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2.2.2 Generic Bayesian Update Law
This section derives the belief filtering equations using the standard Bayesian
framework and the parameters previously discussed. As the state of the
robot is completely known by the deterministic nature of its motion model,
i.e. xr is not a random variable, the belief of the object’s location is given by
Equation 2.6. Furthermore, the belief only represents the state of the object
and it is defined, for convenience, as the object map
mt(x
o) := fxo|It (x
o|It) (2.7)
which is the posterior PDF of the object location conditioned on the infor-
mation vector. Though completely equivalent to Equation 2.6, this definition
is given to emphasize that mt(x
o) specifically represents the object state.
Before the application of Bayes’ theorem, notice that the object map can
be deconstructed in the following form
mt(x





because the standard and modified information states are completely equiv-
alent. Additionally, by manipulation of the modified information state to an
equal representation of identical events
mt(x
o) = fxo|yt,xrt ,I˜t−1
(
xo|yt, xrt , I˜t−1
)
Now begins the standard Bayesian approach. Applying Bayes’ theorem,















From the sensor model, the observation yt is conditionally independent of
I˜t−1 when conditioned on xo and xrt . Reflecting this statement by changing
the likelihood function in the object map yields
mt(x
o) =









Furthermore, the robot’s current position does not affect the belief of object
location as long as no sensor measurement is taken. Consider the robot fol-
lowing some search trajectory in W . If no observation is taken, the object
map is left unchanged. However, whenever an observation is made, the prob-
ability distribution describing the object must reflect the new information
observed. Thus, the prior in the object map update rule can be simplified as
mt(x
o) =








The normalization constant ηt is computed by first using the total law of
probability and conditioning the denominator of the above equation on xo,
then taking its inverse. Also, note that the prior is exactly the given definition
of the object map in Equation 2.7, which yields
mt(x
o) = ηt pyt|xo,xrt (yt|xo, xrt ) mt−1(xo) (2.8)
with the normalization constant
ηt :=
[∫
pyt|xo,xrt (yt|xo, xrt ) mt−1(xo)dxo
]−1
(2.9)
Thus, using the Bayesian inference development, a generic update law has
been given for the specified search problem.
Though the model in this chapter is discussed in terms of a single searcher,
it is extended towards the use of multiple agents. This extension is relatively
straightforward without changing the model presented in the thesis. Such
an extension stems from the intuition that multiple agents share a common
belief of the object [22, 25]. As each agent progresses through W , individu-
ally following the gradient ascent strategy, a binary sensor measurement is
independently made at some time t, resulting in the set of observations
Y t = {y1t ,y2t , · · · ,ynt }
where the superscript n denotes the number of search agents. By the general
Bayesian filtering update, given in Equation 2.8, each observation is sep-
arately used to generate a new posterior. This is akin to a single searcher
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having the ability to “transport” to a new location before updating the object
map. Much more information is thus available for the evolution of the object
map, and the ascent control law dictates the next movement for each searcher.
Additionally, the specific update laws and the approximation method given
in Chapter 3 are valid for the use of multiple agents because they share a
common object map. The effects and results of multiple agents following the
gradient ascent strategy are discussed in Chapter 4 along with single agent
search.
This concludes the general formulation of search and Chapter 2. The thesis
continues by presenting the exponential family class of probability distribu-
tions and its property of self-conjugacy. Also, the sensor model (likelihood)
specifics are outlined. Using the general formulation given above, an exact
parameterization that encompasses the class of exponential families of the
object PDF is derived. This parameterization is further demonstrated em-
ploying mixtures of Gaussians. Finally, an approximation method for the
object map is outlined and given at the end of the chapter.
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3 BELIEF REPRESENTATION
This chapter introduces the exponential family class of probability distribu-
tions. An overview of their self-conjugacy property is also presented. The
details concerning the sensor model are also given, and a closed-form update
law is proven for the previously derived Bayesian filtering law. This law is
derived generally using the self-conjugacy property of exponential families for
an atypical mixture model. Additionally, this law is demonstrated utilizing
a mixture of Gaussians. Finally, due to the possible exponential parameter
growth of its closed-form parameterization, the evolution of the object map
is approximated by employing particle filtering.
3.1 Exponential Families and Self-Conjugacy
The exponential family of distributions is a class of probability distributions
that can all be represented in a single form. This form encompasses many
known continuous and discrete distributions in either their univariate or mul-
tivariate parameterizations (dependent on the sample space). Exponential
families are also known as Koopman-Darmois families based on the pioneer-
ing work in [32–34]. Some well-known distributions that are members of this
class include the Gaussian, Rayleigh, exponential, binomial, Bernoulli, beta,
gamma, and Poisson distributions.
The canonical parameterization, in the form of a PDF, is given as
f (x; θ) = exp [〈θ, T (x)〉 − F (θ)] (3.1)
where the brackets 〈 〉 indicate the dot product operation, θ is a vector con-
taining the natural parameters, T (x) is the sufficient statistic, and F (θ) is
the log normalizer [35]. The sufficient statistic is a reduced form of the sam-
ple set which provides all necessary information to recover a distribution’s
parameters. That is, when the sufficient statistic is known, knowledge of any
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other statistic from the sample set provides no new information about the
distribution [32,34]. For exponential families, it is possible to represent T (x)
as a scalar (or vector) where its dimensionality is equal to the dimensionality
of the natural parameters. For a given distribution within the exponen-
tial family, the natural parameters describe all of the parameters needed
to represent said distribution. The log normalizer parameter characterizes
the normalization constant for the exponential family form. Furthermore,
this parameter is given by a function of the natural parameters, where this
function is differentiable and strictly convex.
The parameterization is illustrated with the well-known exponential dis-
tribution [27] with its PDF given as
f (x;λ) = λ exp [−λx]
Given the sufficient statistic vector as
T (x) = [x, 0]
the natural parameter vector is simply
θ = [θ1, θ2] = [−λ, 0]
The form of the log normalizer parameter is derived by first representing the
exponential PDF explicitly in exponential family form
f (x;λ) = λ exp [−λx]
= λ exp [〈θ, T (x)〉]
where it is desired to “move” the λ coefficient inside the exponential. This
can be accomplished by the following
f (x;λ) = exp [ln(λ)] · exp [〈θ, T (x)〉]
= exp [〈θ, T (x)〉+ ln(λ)]
= exp [〈θ, T (x)〉 − (− ln(λ))]
= exp [〈θ, T (x)〉 − F (θ)]
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where the log normalizer function is simply
F (θ) = − ln(−θ1)
to ensure that the log normalizer, as a function of θ, is convex and differ-
entiable since λ > 0. Thus the exponential PDF has been parameterized in
canonical exponential family form.
An important, relevant property of the exponential family is its self -
conjugacy under the operation of the Bayesian filter. That is, given a prior,
belonging to the exponential family class, it is called a conjugate prior if the
posterior distribution can be parameterized in the same form [35, 36]. This
property occurs for exponential families when the likelihood is also in expo-
nential family form. Furthermore, it is explicitly shown in Section 3.3.1 that
the posterior distribution can be parameterized as a mixture in canonical ex-
ponential family form given both an exponential family prior distribution and
likelihood. This is done assuming the prior is a special case of an exponential
family mixture distribution rather than a single distribution.
This concludes the overview of the class of exponential family distributions.
The next section describes the sensor model specifics necessary for the belief
representation given in the following sections.
3.2 Likelihood of Detection
In this section the mobile robot’s sensing model is defined. As discussed
previously, the sensor model yields the observation yt, where yt = {1, 0} for
object detection or absence, respectively, at time t. The calibrated sensor
model for detection conditioned on the robot’s current position and object
location is parameterized in the canonical exponential family form as
pyt|xrt ,xo (yt = 1|xrt , xo) = κ exp [〈θs, T (xo)〉 − F (θs)] (3.2)
where κ is chosen such that the maximum value of this function is less than
or equal to one, θs is a vector of the natural parameters, T (x
o) is the sufficient
statistic vector, and F (θs) is the log normalizer. Though intuitive, note that
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the observation of yt = 0 yields the following form
pyt|xrt ,xo (yt = 0|xrt , xo) = 1− κ exp [〈θs, T (xo)〉 − F (θs)] (3.3)
which is simply the complement of the probability of object detection given
in Equation 3.2. Section 3.3.2 presents the specific case of an initial prior
composed of a mixture of Gaussians with the corresponding sensor model
given as
pyt|xrt ,xo (yt = 1|xrt , xo) = N (xrt ,Σs) (3.4)
where the Gauassian distribution is univariate for W = R1 and multivariate
for W = R2. The exponential family parameterization [37] of the univariate
























































Here note the importance of κ for the univariate case: for the previously




then the sensor model is not a valid likelihood because it does not integrate
to one over W . Thus κ is used to enforce this necessary condition.
The next section demonstrates that weighted sums of distributions from an
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exponential family are self-conjugate by proof and parameterizes the object
map update law.
3.3 Belief Update Laws
3.3.1 General Exponential Families
This section explicitly shows that, under certain conditions, the generic
Bayesian update law allows the parameterization of the object map in the
exponential family class of distributions. This parameterization is exact
and finite for a finite number of stages. Although this result is explicitly
demonstrated, it can also be inferred from the form of Equation 2.8 and the
self-conjugacy property of distributions for the exponential family under the
Bayesian filter. However, this proof shows that the self-conjugacy property of
a mixture of exponential families further holds when the mixture component
weights are not given in standard form, i.e. not strictly greater than zero.
Theorem 1. A non-standard prior and likelihood belonging to the exponen-
tial family class are sufficient conditions for a conjugate prior of the object
map given by Equation 2.8. Thus the posterior will be a finite parameteriza-
tion of the same distribution class as the prior.
Proof. First, the initial prior is given as a standard mixture of exponential
family distributions to represent the probable object locations overW , given





wi exp [〈θi, T (xo)〉 − F (θi)] (3.5)
where wi is the i
th mixture component weight satisfying
n∑
i
wi = 1, wi > 0, ∀i
Note that, in their standard form, the mixture weights wi are constrained
to the set of positive reals. Previous work utilizes an initial prior (target
distribution) as a mixture of Gaussians, which can be represented by Equa-
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tion 3.5 because the Gaussian distribution belongs to the exponential family
class [2, 21,22,24].
However, the proof demonstrates the theorem inductively by defining an
atypical mixture [38], where each component’s weight is not constrained to
the set of positive reals. Thus, an atypical mixture of exponential family





vi exp [〈θi, T (xo)〉 − F (θi)] (3.6)
where vi is a component weight of the atypical mixture. Additionally, these
weights must fulfill the following requirements
n∑
i
vi = 1, vi ∈ R, ∀i
and
mt(x
o) ≥ 0, ∀xo ∈ W
to ensure that the mixture is a valid probability density function. Essen-
tially, this is a mixture of “positive” components summed with “negative
components” (see Figure 3.1). Hence, the weighting coefficients of the mix-
ture components are denoted with vi to emphasize that this mixture is not
the usual convex sum of component distributions. Furthermore, notice that
any distribution of the form of Equation 3.5 can be written in the form of
Equation 3.6 without modification, so the initial condition of the induction
proof is satisfied given the exponential family mixture with positive compo-
nents. The proof continues by demonstrating the inductive step first for the
case of yt = 1. Substituting the sensor model (Equation 3.2) into the generic
Bayesian update law (Equation 2.8) yields
mt(x
o) = ηt κ exp [〈θs, T (xo)〉 − F (θs)] mt−1(xo)
Using the inductive hypothesis that the object map mt−1(xo) is a mixture of
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Figure 3.1: Example of the atypical mixture model. The black line
represents the sum of the mixture components. The green lines depict each
component separately.
exponential family distributions gives
mt(x










〈θi+θs,T (xo)〉−F (θi)−F (θs)
which is accomplished by manipulating the sum and using the exponenti-
ation identity of the exponential function. However, this form is not yet
parameterized in the canonical exponential family representation due to the
combination of log normalizer parameters. Thus, αi is defined as
αi := F (θi + θs)− F (θi)− F (θs)
which is simply the difference of the computed log normalizer F (θi + θs) and
the log normalizers of the i th component and sensor model. Now the mixture









Rather than computing ηt with Equation 2.9, it is computed based on its


























The final step is performed by noting each component is a probability distri-







[〈θ+i , T (xo)〉 − F (θ+i )] (3.8)
where the atypical weighting coefficient v+i is
v+i = ηtκvie
αi
The superscript “+” indicates the component in the stage t object map with
parameters (v+i , θ
+
i ) is generated (through the Bayesian filtering equation) by
the component in the stage t−1 object map with parameters (vi, θi) given an
observation of yt = 1. This satisfies the first case of the proof as Equation 3.8
is in canonical exponential family form.
The second case of yt = 0 is considered with the same inductive reasoning
presented above. Substituting the sensor model complement (Equation 3.3)




1− κe〈θs,T (xo)〉−F (θs)
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mt−1(xo)


















〈θ−i ,T (xo)〉−F (θ−i ) (3.9)
where ηt can be computed by simply taking the complement of Equation 3.7,
i.e. subtract by one. The superscript “+” retains the meaning as before and
similarly the superscript “−” indicates a component with a negative weight-
ing coefficient. For the case of either observation, the property mt(x
o) ≥ 0
holds as a consequence of Bayes’ theorem. Thus, for the second observation
case, the induction step holds and is able to represent mt with a finite number
of parameters in exponential family form.
The proof results in intuitive update rules for each observation case. These
rules are presented in the following corollaries.
Corollary 1. For an observation of yt = 1 and given the parameters (vi, θi)
for mt−1(xo) and θs, the parameters for mt(xo) are given as
v+i = ηt κvie
αi (3.10)
θ+i = θi + θs (3.11)
The interpretation of Corollary 1 is that observations of yt = 1 result in
support of the previous object map that is close to the robot position being
scaled up, meaning that the sensor reading is likely if the object is close. The
support farther from the robot will thus be scaled down.
Corollary 2. For an observation of yt = 0 and given the parameters (vi, θi)
for mt−1(xo) and θs, the parameters for mt(xo) are given as
v+i = ηtvi (3.12)
θ+i = θi (3.13)
v−i = −ηt κvieαi (3.14)
θ−i = θi + θs (3.15)
Essentially, in this second case, the number of components in the mixture
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will double. Each component of the original mixture will produce a scaled
copy of itself (represented by parameters v+i , θ
+
i ) and a component whose
coefficient has opposite sign (represented by parameters v−i and θ
−
i ). This
behavior can be seen again in Figure 3.1.
Both corollaries yield intuitive update laws for implementation. These are
formed as a general algorithm presented in Algorithm 1 for a single time-
step. In implementation it is sufficient to separate positive and negative
components for bookkeeping because the object map at each time-step may
contain both types of components.
Algorithm 1 Map Update for a Single Time Stage
Require: yt,mt−1, θs, κ
Compute nt, according to Equation 3.7
if yt = 1 then
for each (vi, θi) ∈ mt−1 do
θ+i = θi + θs
αi = F (θi + θs)− F (θi)− F (θs)






nt = 1− nt (take the complement)
for each (vi, θi) ∈ mt−1 do
θ+i = θi
Compute v+i , according to Equation 3.12
θ−i = θi + θs
αi = F (θi + θs)− F (θi)− F (θs)












The exact representation, given by the update rules, produces a direct
means of calculation for the control law presented in Section 2.1. Expanding
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This holds by the linearity of the gradient operator and the assumption that
the object map at time t consists of both positive and negative components.
Then the control input can be chosen accordingly, given the method in Sec-
tion 2.1. For the implementation of an initial belief comprised of Gaussian
components in Section 3.3.2, the gradient ascent for the canonical exponential
family form still holds. Additionally, the gradient of an atypical mixture of
Gaussians is explicitly given. Furthermore, as demonstrated in Section 3.4,
the approximation of the object map yields a mixture of Gaussians, thus
allowing the continued usage of the gradient calculation and ascent strategy.
Though it has been demonstrated that the object map can be represented
with a finite representation, its size is not fixed. Considering the update
rule given yt = 1, the number of components will not change. However,
notice for the case of yt = 0 that the number of components will double.
Specifically, the worst-case scenario for component growth is comprised of a
series of successive negative detections, i.e. the robot is far away from the
object. Thus the number of components that may be required is n2t at stage
t, where n is the number of components present in the initial distribution
(m0(x
o)). This exponential growth of the representation may cause serious
computational issues in practice if the exact object map representation is
solely used. To reduce this representation’s complexity, Section 3.4 describes
the approximation method chosen, namely, regularized particle filtering.
This concludes the belief representation derivations that utilize the expo-
nential family parameterization. The next section presents the evolution of
the exact belief using an atypical mixture of Gaussian distributions.
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3.3.2 Mixture of Gaussians
In this section the belief update rules are demonstrated explicitly using the
exponential family representation for an atypical mixture of Gaussian distri-
butions over W = R2. For a multi-variate Gaussian distribution with mean
vector µ and covariance matrix Σ, the natural parameters θ, and sufficient
statistic T (xo), the exponential family representation is











Here the notation for θ1 and θ2 does not denote the specific mixture com-
ponent. Rather, the subscripts represent the row vector representation of θ.




























Once the initial distribution is “converted” from a mixture of Gaussians to
the canonical representation in exponential family form, Equations 3.8 or 3.9
can be used to model the belief evolution given the sensor observation.
Of course the mixture of exponentials representation can be converted
back to a mixture of Gaussians using the mapping from natural parameters









Using this mapping, the update rule for yt = 1 for a single time-step is
v+i = ηt κvie
−αi
as the weights are unchanged from Equation 3.10. The mean µ+i and covari-
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by substituting Equations 3.17 to 3.19 into Equation 3.11. Similarly, the
update rule for yt = 0 for a single time-step can be written as
v+i = ηtvi v
−
i = −ηt κvie−αi



















This can be shown by substituting Equations 3.17 to 3.19 into Equations 3.12
to 3.15. It is also interesting to note that update rules for the covariance
matrices are similar to the Kalman filter covariance update [11]. Such a
similarity is not surprising as, discussed in the introduction, the Kalman
filter incorporates the Bayesian filter in the update step.
















where the function G is given in Equation 3.21, the gradient ascent control
can be explicitly defined. This is an extension of the general exponential
family gradient, given in Equation 3.16, to the atypical mixture of Gaussians.
Before explicitly computing the gradients of the atypical mixture, the func-
tion G(x;µ,Σ) is presented for clarity, where x is the argument of the func-
tion given the parameters µ and σ. This function is simply the well-known








forW = R2, where x is a two-dimensional column vector denoted as [x1, x2]T .
The mean µ is also a two-dimensional column vector and the symmetric
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which again holds by the linearity of the gradient operator. The gradient of









where it is evaluated at the current position of the robot at time t (the time
subscript has been temporarily omitted to avoid confusion in the forthcoming
equations). Thus, the gradient of the object map, as an atypical mixture of
























Here the positive and negative component partials are given separately. For



























(xr1 − µ+i,1)− σ+i,x1x2(xr2 − µ+i,2)
σ+i,x1(x
r
2 − µ+i,2)− σ+i,x1x2(xr1 − µ+i,1)

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(xr1 − µ−i,1)− σ−i,x1x2(xr2 − µ−i,2)
σ−i,x1(x
r
2 − µ−i,2)− σ−i,x1x2(xr1 − µ−i,1)

Furthermore, the partials of the components take a more direct form under
certain conditions, particularly arising from the structure of the object map
and sensor model covariance matrices. One such condition is that the object
map is comprised of circular Gaussian components, each with a covariance
matrix of the form
Σi = σ
2
i · I (3.24)
where σ2i is the variance and I denotes the two-dimensional identity matrix.
Moreover, the sensor model covariance matrix is given as
Σs = σ
2
s · I (3.25)
From the positive and negative covariance update laws, it is obvious that
a prior belief of circular Gaussian components and the above sensor model
covariance matrix yield a posterior where the component covariance matrices
remain in the general form given in Equation 3.24. The forthcoming equa-
tions use this form to clearly describe the computed gradients of each com-
ponent, though the scaling of the component covariance matrix may change





















· [(xr1 − µ+i,1), (xr2 − µ+i,2)]T



















· [(xr1 − µ−i,1), (xr2 − µ−i,2)]T
Thus, the computed component gradients above can be substituted into
Equation 3.22 to complete the ascent control law.
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The behavior of this control law can be discussed simply in terms of each
component given the previous derivations. The gradients of the positive com-
ponents act as expected, which “pulls” the robot towards each component’s
respective mean. The magnitude of attraction is, intuitively, directly propor-
tional to the weights and the object likelihood at the evaluated position but
inversely proportional to the variance of each component. As the variance of
a component increases, it decreases the attractive effect of said component.
Remembering that the negative components are negatively weighted, these
components have a repulsive effect upon the robot, thus producing the oppo-
site effect than their positive counterparts. That is, a region where negative
components are populated will “push” the robot from this area.
(a) t = 0 (b) t = 1, y1 = 0
(c) t = 4, y4 = 0 (d) t = 10, y10 = 0
Figure 3.2: Evolution of mt for a one-dimensional setting.
The qualitative behavior of modeling the search problem with an atyp-
ical mixture of Gaussians is given for two example systems over different
workspaces. Figure 3.2 shows the time evolution of a one-dimensional map
with an initial distribution based on a mixture of three Gaussian distribu-
tions.
In these figures, the thick black curve indicates the function mt(x
o) and
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the thin green curves are the individual components comprising the mixture
model. The impulse function marked with a red star indicates the robot’s
position, and the impulse function marked with a blue square indicates the
object position (unknown to the robot). As time evolves, the robot moves
towards the right, and, due to sensor measurements, the likelihood that the
object is at the locations near sensing locations decreases. The observations
governing this sample path system evolution are sampled from the sensor
model conditioned on the object being located at the marked point as given
in Section 3.2.
Consider Figure 3.3, which shows the time evolution of a two-dimensional
map. In this case, mt is represented by a heat map where (relatively) higher
likelihood is denoted by the red areas. Again, the star marks the position of
(a) t = 0 (b) t = 5, y5 = 0 (c) t = 9, y9 = 0
Figure 3.3: Evolution of mt for a two-dimensional problem (W = R2). Note
the shrinking effect of the hypothesis given successive negative observations.
the robot and the square marks the position of the object. As time evolves,
the robot follows the gradient of the map and begins “eliminating” the hy-
pothesis that the object belongs to the Gaussian distribution in the top right
of the plots, whereas all other belief is (slightly) scaled up.
Here the effects of the sensor variance are evaluated. The figures discussed
previously illustrate a “tight” sensor variance, where σs is a small value in
Equation 3.25. A positive detection is less probable the farther it is from
the object and highly probable as the distance decreases. Hence, the sensor
observations will mainly consist of negative detections (if the robot starts the
search process far away). Again, multiple successive negative detections lead
to computational issues due to the mixture model component’s growth.
Inversely, a large sensor variance yields a model where the sensor mea-
surements will be dominated by positive detections. This is demonstrated in
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(a) t = 0 (b) t = 5, y5 = 1 (c) t = 9, y9 = 1
Figure 3.4: Evolution of mt with a large sensor variance.
Figure 3.4 as the hypotheses closer to the robot are scaled up as the robot
moves through W , employing the gradient ascent strategy.
If the sensor variance is increased dramatically, the belief evolution does
not change, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. Intuitively this makes sense if the
variance is increased. For the sensor model, the probability under the tails
increases (farther from the mean) as well. This again leads to sensor observa-
tions of only positive object detections throughoutW . Thus, a sensor model
with a large variance does not yield new information beyond the initial belief
and models a “bad” sensor. Furthermore, such a sensor model is analyzed
explicitly. For the workspace of W = R1, consider a large sensor variance,
(a) t = 0 (b) t = 9, y9 = 1
Figure 3.5: The effect of an extremely large sensor variance on belief
evolution.
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θs = [0, 0]
Thus, by the update rules presented in Corollary 1, it is clear that the
prevalent positive detection sensor model contributes no new information to
the evolution of the object map. Conversely, a negative observation essen-
tially has the opposite effect. Probability is subtracted near the robot, and
the original object map is rescaled so that areas far from the robot become
more likely.
This concludes the section about the belief update laws using atypical
mixtures of exponential family components and Gaussian components. The
next section pertains to approximating the exact representation of the belief.
3.4 Belief Approximation with Particle Filtering
Though an exact representation of the object map is available, the looming
possibility of successive negative observations must be approached. As illus-
trated before, such an observation sequence catalyzes the exponential growth
of mixture components, which is not feasible for planning a search strategy.
To overcome this hurdle, approximation methods must be used in order to
reduce the complexity of the object map evolution.
Particle filters, known as sequential Monte Carlo methods, approximate
the posterior distribution with a finite number of parameters. These filters
are not new to roboticists [11] and are an easily implementable extension of
the general Bayesian filter. Generally, this approximation starts by sampling
the importance function [39], where an importance function is used when
sampling the distribution to approximate is intractable. For this problem,
the distribution is either the prior or the object map (at some time t that the
approximation is desired), so the importance function is not necessary. From
this distribution, N samples (particles) are drawn and propagated through
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the filtering process, which results in a particle set of the same size, i.e.
Xt = {xi, wi}Ni=1




Given the set Xt, the posterior distribution, using the notation for the object





o − xi) (3.26)
where δ(xo−xi) is the Dirac delta function. Thus, this yields an approxima-
tion that is a discrete random measure for the posterior distribution. Initially
the weights for each particle are intuitively assigned because each particle is
sampled from a mixture model, which in turn is sampled from a weighted
component [37]. The initial weight associated with the particle is simply its
component weight.
Out of the many flavors of particle filters the sampling importance re-
sampling (SIR) filter is readily implementable [16, 40] towards the general
Bayesian formulation given in Chapter 2. Again, rather than sampling from
an importance density, the exact prior or object map at time t is available for
the given formulation. After drawing N weighted samples from this distri-
bution, the weights of each particle are updated with the previously defined
likelihood function in Section 3.2, depending on the observation yt. Each
weight represents the importance factor of each particle. Then the resam-
pling step occurs by drawing a particle, with replacement, from Xt, with
the probability given by the importance factor. By drawing the particles as
such, the “larger” particles (i.e. higher weights) are replicated more often
than the “smaller” particles. Thus, the particles with the smallest weights
are not drawn at all. After resampling a new particle set, Xt+1 is obtained
and is the same size as Xt. Finally, the weights in Xt+1 are re-normalized,
thus yielding a discrete approximation given in Equation 3.26. This process
is outlined in Algorithm 2.
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Compute p(yt|xrt , xot ) with Equation 3.2 or 3.3 given the observation yt
Update weights: wi = wi p(yt|xrt , xot )
Compute total weight from updated wi: η =
∑N
i=1wi
Normalize weights: wi = wiη
−1
Construct the CDF: ci = ci−1 + wi
for j inXt do
s = Uniform(0, 1)
if cj > s then
Append to Xt+1: xj, wj
end if
end for
Compute total weight from wi ∈ Xt+1: η =
∑N
i=1wi
Normalize weights wi ∈ Xt+1: wi = wiη−1
return Xt+1
Though the above approximation is discrete, the same algorithm with mi-
nor adjustment can be utilized towards a regularized particle filter. A regu-
larized particle filter yields a continuous approximation by using a symmetric
PDF as the regularization kernel, centered at each particle, in place of the
Dirac delta function [40]. As resampling from a discrete distribution in the
SIR filter can lead to a loss of diversity among particles, known as sample
impoverishment, the regularized filter resamples from the continuous approx-






where K denotes the symmetric PDF and the previously imposed constraint,
given in Section 3.3.1, is placed upon the weights. An obvious choice for
the kernel is a Gaussian density with a mean at each particle given by the







which is simply a finite mixture model of Gaussians. Even though the general
particle filtering technique is indeed non-parametric, the use of Gaussian ker-
nels yields a continuous, finite approximation of the original PDF. This is an
advantage over a generalized Bayesian filtering problem which first represents
the belief as particles and then incorporates the expectation-maximization
(EM) method for a continuous approximation representation [41]. Though it
has been shown that the E-step can be rewritten using Bayes’ theorem [42],
this approach has only been given for standard Gaussian mixture models.
However, EM for atypical Gaussians mixtures does exist [38], but suffers
from the poor scalability of k -means clustering and is only demonstrated for
mixture models comprised of very few components. For these reasons and
ease of extension, the regularized SIR particle filter is a desirable approxi-
mation technique.
Figure 3.6 contrasts the exact exponential family representation with the
regularized particle filter approximation. Utilizing this continuous approxi-
mation approach allows the extension of the greedy gradient ascent search
strategy, where Equation 3.23 is now simply in terms of only N positive Gaus-
sian components. As the Gaussian distribution is indeed a member of the
exponential family class, note that the general update rules in Section 3.3.1
still hold.
This concludes Chapter 3 of the thesis. As the complexity of the exact
object map representation may not make it feasible for determining “how”
to search, the particle filtering approximation produces a finite representation
suitable for such an approach. The next section presents experimental results
of the greedy search strategy given the approximation using the regularized
SIR particle filter.
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(a) t = 1, y1 = 0
(b) t = 1, y1 = 0
Figure 3.6: Regularized particle filter using a Gaussian kernel (top) for
W = R1. The thick, red line denotes the exact object map, and the thin,
green line is the approximation. The bottom figure is a histogram of the
1, 000 samples obtained before approximation.
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4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This chapter presents the results of the object map approximation discussed
in Section 3.4, asserting the validity of the proposed Bayesian model. Both
single agent and multi-agent search simulations are presented, where each
employs the gradient ascent strategy. These simulations were accomplished
using the programming language Python [43].
4.1 Single Agent Search
First note that the map size, i.e. the area where the search is focused, follows
from previous work. Such work dictates that it is a scaled representation of
the search space [19, 21, 23, 24]. However, the model presented in this thesis
is readily extensible towards larger search spaces because the model is given
over the entire workspace. The simulation environment is simply meant to
illustrate the model and search process concisely.
Here the search problem is simulated using a single agent to locate an
object. The gradient ascent step size that was introduced in Equation 2.2 is
specified as γ = 0.1 for the initial object map. The initial map is given in
Figure 4.1 as a mixture of circular Gaussians. Again the black star denotes
the robot’s position, and the black square is the object’s true position in the
workspace. An object is considered “found” if it lies within a specified radius
of the robot, where this radius is one-half of the gradient step size. Also, the
number of particles used for the regularized particle filter is N = 600. The
equipped binary sensor’s covariance matrix is given by Equation 3.25 with
σ2s = 0.40, which is used in all simulations presented. As a “tight” sensor
variance implies that the sensor has a low likelihood of firing when the robot
is far from the object, approximation of the object map is necessary due to
the exponential growth of the exact mixture components.
First, the behavior of the sensor model is discussed. Given the initial object
map in Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2 illustrates the gradient ascent strategy dictating
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Figure 4.1: The initial object map represents three possible hypotheses for
the object’s location.
the robot’s motion. At time-step t = 15, the robot’s trajectory has shifted
the belief towards the more likely areas, because all sensor observations have
yielded negative detections. The interesting behavior occurs at time-step
t = 24: this is the first positive sensor observation.
Due to this observation, as previously noted in Section 2.1, the belief closest
to the robot is scaled up greatly as a consequence of the derived update laws.
This can be further seen at time-step t = 28 where the successive positive
detections localize the remaining probability away from the object. However,
for this trial of search, before the robot reaches the peak of the object map,
a combination of positive and negative detections is observed. Such is the
value of a small sensor variance because an increasing distance from the true
object position results in a lower likelihood of observing positive detections.
Thus, the belief is shifted towards the object as seen in time-step t = 52.
This trial successfully found the object in a total of 57 time-steps
For this map 400 trials were conducted, each using the same initial robot
state, sensor variance, prior distribution, and the true object position. For
these 400 trials, the average time to find the object was ≈ 1193 time-steps.
Intuitively, this is due to the poor nature of the gradient ascent strategy
because it requires a random walk to escape the attraction of the peaks
localized near the true object’s position. If the object’s position was exactly
known, for this scenario, the robot would need no more than 16 time-steps to
reach it. Thus, it can be easily inferred from the sample mean that because
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(a) t = 15, y15 = 0 (b) t = 24, y24 = 1
(c) t = 28, y28 = 1 (d) t = 52, y52 = 1
Figure 4.2: Evolution of the object map following the gradient ascent
strategy. At time-step t = 15 shows the shift in belief given by successive
negative observations. Time-steps t = 24 and greater show the likelihood
localization due to positive detections.
poor localization results in the necessity of a random walk, it is by this
random trajectory that the object is eventually found.
4.2 Search with Multiple Agents
The multiple agent process utilized 10 robots for the same initial prior and
parameters for the single agent simulations. Each robot is separately gov-
erned by the gradient ascent strategy, and the object map is updated as
discussed at the end of Section 2.2.2. Specifically, given the object map
mt−1(xo), each robot’s current position, and the set of observations Y t, the
object map mt(x
o) is generated by the update laws given in Section 3.3.2.
Then, using the current position of an individual robot xr,it , the i
th robot’s
control input uit is determined by Equations 2.3 and 3.22.
Figure 4.3 shows the advantage of employing multiple agents because from
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time-steps one to three all agents observe negative detections. This is no-
ticeable because the belief is scaled down from the occupied agent positions
towards the more likely (higher weighted) areas. However, as seen in time-
step t = 32, the positive detections given by the agents at the peak of the
belief dominate the negative detection of the single agent (directly to the left
of the remaining probability mass). Though not completely visible, there
is one agent in range of the object such that detection occurs during the
next time-step. As each agent moves according to the direction of the gra-
dient independently, each must also separately determine when to perform a
random walk. One case is obvious: if the control input is zero (hence, the
gradient is zero). However, if the ascent step size is too large, i.e. ut = 0
may not occur, the robot can compare its previous positions to ascertain if
it is indeed trapped. When following such a strategy, the increased number
of searchers cover more area and provide more information about the object
(a) t = 0 (b) t = 3
(c) t = 32
Figure 4.3: Multiple robots utilizing the gradient ascent strategy at three
timesteps. The stars denoting the robot positions are smaller for the sake of
presentation.
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in the workspace. Similarly, having multiple agents invoke the random walk
allows farther exploration of the environment beyond the capabilities of a
single searcher. For the multi-agent simulations, 400 trials were performed
in the manner similar to the single agent results. The average time using
multiple agents was ≈ 89 time-steps. This result affirms the intuitive bene-
fits previously discussed, which indeed illustrates the advantage of employing
multiple agents for the greedy strategy.
This closes the discussion of the simulations and their results. The next
chapter concludes the thesis, and summarizes the presented work. Finally,
future work is discussed that is relevant to the search model presented.
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5 CONCLUSION
This chapter first summarizes the problem described in this thesis and the
results obtained. A number of problems related to the single stationary
target search problem are also discussed. These related problems are also
readily extensible to other search tasks, e.g. non-stationary targets, that
fit the model given in the thesis. Finally, other approximation methods are
presented that complement the approach of using the exponential family
class.
5.1 Summary
This thesis considered the problem of modeling search for a stationary object
in a continuous workspace using a binary sensor. An overview of the Bayesian
filter was presented in terms of this problem. The general Bayesian filtering
(or inference) equations were derived. These equations model the posterior
likelihood of the object’s location, which is conditioned on the robot’s motion
and a sequence of binary sensor observations. A sub-optimal search strategy
was given for the robot to determine the object’s true position given its belief.
Furthermore, the search model and strategy were extended towards the use
of multiple search agents.
Though many generalized models exist that strictly utilize Gaussian mix-
ture models, the overarching update laws given result in a target belief en-
compassing the class of exponential families. An overview of the properties
of the exponential family class was given, noting the importance of self-
conjugacy. For the defined search problem, an exact, finite representation of
the object map was explicitly shown when the likelihood is also a member
of the class of exponential families. This was proven given a specific class of
initial conditions and employing the exponential family self-conjugacy prop-
erty. The specifics of this likelihood, i.e. the sensor model was given, and
the effect of an increasing sensor variance were discussed.
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Due to the increasing number of components in the exponential family mix-
ture model, the Monte Carlo approximation method of particle filtering was
utilized. This approximation allowed a static, finite number of components
after each update step, which was highly desirable compared to the possibly
exponential component growth of the exact representation. Furthermore, the
utilization of a symmetric, continuous kernel for the regularized particle filter
yielded a continuous approximation in the form of a mixture of Gaussians.
Finally, the use of the gradient-ascent search strategy validated the Bayesian
model and approximation for this search problem.
A number of target applications forms the basis for future exploration of
this approach. The next section gives an overview of these applications and
also describes alternative approximation techniques.
5.2 Future Work
Since the viability of the Bayesian search model with a binary sensor has
been ascertained, there are various relevant extensions of this work. The
use of binary observations possibly allows the generalization of richer sens-
ing platforms, e.g. a camera with a feature detector for faces or vehicles.
However, the sensor model is not strictly limited to a binary sensor, since
camera and range sensor models can be modeled with the Gaussian distri-
bution. Such a sensor model is sufficient because the self-conjugacy property
of the exponential family Bayesian update and the update law presented are
valid. Though this thesis pertains to the problem of modeling search, vari-
ous search strategies in addition to the gradient ascent method indeed exist,
and current research presented in Section1.2 compares such methods. Thus,
these strategies can be employed and evaluated in the model presented.
The non-stationary single target search model described in this thesis can
also be applied to a moving target. This extension is simply a search-and-
track problem where the primary objective is to find a moving target and,
upon detection, successfully track said target for the duration of the search
mission. Again, as previous and recent work has illustrated, the general
Bayesian approach given encapsulates the belief representation within the
class of exponential families. Another area that can be addressed is target
localization with a single search agent. Such a problem could entail the use of
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(solely) a binary sensor to determine the location of an object. However, if the
observation model is probabilistic, the object cannot be perfectly localized
in finite time. Thus, the criterion to be minimized would be the expected
entropy of the object map. Additionally, a policy that guarantees consistent
estimation is necessary for the search-and-track objective.
Furthermore, the presented model is readily extensible to the multiple tar-
get search problem. Affirming that all targets are independent of each other
allows their belief representation to be partitioned into separate probability
maps, which is feasible for planning a search strategy. Again, as in the single
target case, the problem model given in this thesis provides straightforward
evolution rules for a binary sensor. The overall goal would be to maximize
the number of target detections or to minimize the expected time for each
target individually. Additionally, employing multiple agents can be extended
to the search for multiple targets where each target is described singly with
a shared belief.
One advantage of using mixtures of distributions from an exponential fam-
ily is that many good approximation techniques exist. For example, algo-
rithms for soft [44] and hard [45] clustering based on Bregman divergences
can significantly reduce the number of components required in the repre-
sentation while causing only a small perturbation (with respect to relative
entropy) between the true and approximated distributions. These cluster-
ing techniques not only show that the Bregman divergence is equivalent to
the Kullback-Leibler divergence but yield entropy and centroid calculations
solely based upon the exponential family canonical parameterization. The
entropy is defined in terms of the log normalizer, which is a function whose
arguments are the natural parameters. To calculate the centroids, the nat-
ural parameters for each component are considered. Furthermore, mixtures
from the process model described in this paper tend to be good candidates for
approximation using these methods because the different components tend
naturally to form clusters.
The formation of component clusters is due to the incremental updating
of the map and robot position. Consider Figure 5.1 which shows a snapshot
of the time evolution of a one-dimensional map with an initial distribution
based on a mixture of two Gaussian distributions. In these figures, the thick
black curve indicates the function mt(x), and the thin green curves are the
individual components comprising the mixture model. From the figure, one
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can see that, in this case, the components form well-defined clusters as they
increase. Experimental experience of the exact belief representation tends to
indicate this is not an exceptional case.
(a) t = 3, y3 = 0
(b) t = 6, y6 = 0
Figure 5.1: Exact evolution of the object map for W = R1. The means, or
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